SECTION 01 26 40
FORM FOR AMENDMENT, CHANGE ORDER, OR DIRECTIVE

☐ Amendment
☐ Change Order
☐ Construction Change Directive

> Number

Project:

Original Contract Date: ______________________
This Change initiated: ______________________

The following changes in the Contract are hereby directed:

The original Contract Sum $________
Net Change previously authorized $________
The Contract Sum prior to this Modification $________
This modification *(increases/does not change/decreases)* the Contract Sum $________
The new Contract sum, including this modification $________
This modification *(increases/does not change/decreases)* the Contract Time
The new Contract Time, including this modification
The last day of the Contract Time, including this modification

**Contractor**

signed __________________
name __________________
title __________________

**Designer**

signed __________________
name __________________
title __________________

**Owner**

signed __________________
name __________________
title __________________

Additional Owner signatures (as required):

signed __________________
name __________________
title __________________

for ____________________
for ____________________
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